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Fleas on the Keys and other Articulation ANTics

Do the articulation markings on your piano students’ page 
sometimes go unnoticed? Have you searched in vain for fun 
supplementary repertoire that provides extra practice for 
these important concepts? Well search no more!

Fleas on the Keys was written to give piano teachers a fun 
and engaging way to reinforce the articulation markings 
young piano students first encounter (staccato, legato, accent 
and fermata).

As a bonus, we’ve included 4 full-color posters introducing 
each articulation marking and the corresponding Fleas on the 
Keys character.  These characters occasionally appear in your 
students’ music as a friendly reminder to pay attention to 
those little markings on the page.  Hanging these posters in 
your studio will help your students to make these 
connections quickly.

Fleas on the Keys and other Articulation ANTics is intended for 
early elementary students (ages 6 to 10).

Have fun!
Andrea and Trevor



Hey man I’m Chillapilla Jones.  
I’m a caterpillar and I love to groove. I 

can’t help but be smooth… it’s in my bones… 
err...my exoskeleton.  My totally awesome legs 
work together to keep me movin’ and groovin’ in 

the smoothest of ways.  My marking is the slur.  It 
tells you dudes to play legato and to be chill and 

just glide across the keys like I do on a nice 
fresh leaf.  Watch for those slurs, Dude 

and Dudettes… and I’ll totally do my 
best to, like, be there to remind 

you when needed. 



Chillin’ With Chillapilla
             Andrea Dow


